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Gary J Palin Principal / Managing Director
Gary is an accomplished aviation industry economist, project manager, strategic planner, administrator and
contracting specialist, having gained a comprehensive experience across all sectors of commercial and
private aircraft operations and management over more than 40 years in the industry.
Commencing his career in the field of aircraft performance and economic analysis in support of new aircraft
sales, Gary migrated to front-line operations and has since served in key management roles at scheduled,
charter and regional airlines and other aircraft operators in Europe, the Middle East, Africa and the Americas
in areas of general management, strategic planning, aircraft acquisitions, flight and ground operations, and
corporate development.
As an approved AOC Postholder and Accountable Manager since the early ‘eighties, he has held total
responsibility for the safe operation and maintenance of multiple aircraft fleets, commercial management in
many theatres of operation, and been intimately involved in all facets of the global aviation business.
Gary has also been engaged on international projects under the auspices of the European Union and World
Bank, and others for organisations such as British Aerospace, Shell, leading international professional firms
and financial institutions. These have included business aviation, regional and major airline, airport, MRO and
OEM due diligence audits, strategic business reviews, business plan development, forensic investigations,
mergers and acquisition support, fleet reviews, aircraft evaluation studies, cost benchmarking, interim
management, and the structuring and administration of contract tender and negotiation processes.
In addition to consulting and helping established operators and flight departments on a project basis, he has
been retained to source and acquire aircraft and to set up and oversee turnkey aircraft operations for multiple
corporate and private owners.

On Your Side of the Table ...
Gary sold his first business jet, a Learjet 36A, in 1983 and bought his first VIP Boeing 727 in 1986, having throughout remained
actively engaged in the specialist field of aircraft transactional management, performance and economic evaluation,
acquisitions, disposals, finance and leasing, and personally having handled over 300 jet aircraft transactions in this period of
which over 150 have been business jets.
This has included the evaluation and purchase negotiation of fleets of new Airbus and Boeing airliners, including the Boeing
787 Dreamliner as Head of Aircraft Acquisitions & Leasing at a major airline, and all principal business jet models.
He has somewhat uniquely overseen aircraft transactions for airlines, governments, multinational corporations and private
individuals, encompassing most principal airline, regional and private/corporate aircraft types, and has contributed to a number
of industry journals on the subject of aircraft selection, operations and related economics .
Gary's extensive experience and expertise helps clients achieve an optimum, hassle -free transaction for the acquisition of their
aircraft at a fair price and as expeditiously as possible.
His experience of the corporate jet sector in particular dates back to the very early 'eighties, when he operated Citations a nd
Hawkers, but, since which, he has transacted most models of VIP Airbus and Boeing biz-liners, Challenger, Citation, Falcon,
Global, Gulfstream, Hawker, Lear and others, with a detailed and personal understanding of the operation and maintenance of
these types in daily use around the world.
Every jet aircraft in the marketplace is tracked daily, with detailed knowledge of aircraft offered on the global pre-owned
market, also new-build aircraft offered by the original contract purchaser pre-delivery from the manufacturers and those preowned that are offered discreetly not wishing to cause ripples in the market.
Buying on your behalf, he can provide a comprehensive overview of competing aircraft, help evaluate true lifetime ownership
and likely maintenance costs, and only present aircraft for your consideration that represent best value.
On your side of an acquisition, he can aid in a controlled, discreet transaction at an optimum price. You pay only a pre -agreed
fixed fee. No conflict of interest is permitted, and surprises are eliminated.
As a long-time operator and auditor, Gary holds particularly strong views on safety management, often considered excessive.
However, as also an individual with high personal ethics, he is committed to serving his clients’ interests to the best of his ability
and not those of parties that may have conflicting interests.
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Your private cabin

Airlines & the Business Traveller ...
Scheduled airline services fail to provide on-demand, secure, private, comfortable, direct point-to-point air transportation,
hence an increasingly large number of corporate travellers and private individuals elect to use private jet aircraft operating to
their own precise schedule and routing.
Less than 5% of the World’s airports are served by major airlines, and almost every journey involves flying through one or mo re
congested airline hubs.
Airline passengers are no strangers to over-bookings and to repeated delays caused by late-incoming aircraft, missing
passengers and the need to find and off-load baggage, late connecting passengers, lack of available stands, and by repeated
slot, crewing and security problems. The constantly changing environment is inevitably impacting on quality and reliability,
with scheduled airline services increasingly seen to be failing in their attempt to deliver an adequate and appropriate service
to the regular business passenger.
Airline travel has changed significantly over the years, to many minds considerably for the worse. Scheduled flights are subject
to increasing delays. Published schedules are stretched out so that trip times become longer to disguise such delays and limit
liability. Jet airliners are flying much slower at more economical speeds. Aircraft take less fresh air through their cabins to save
even more fuel. More baggage is reported lost or broken into. Check-in and security procedures take longer. Terminals,
check-in areas, security zones and priority service lounges are ever more crowded and less appealing. Cabin crews are arguably
less attentive. Meal quality is generally poorer, also now often accompanied by plastic cutlery. Cabins are becoming fuller and
perhaps cleaned less often. These changes affect passengers in all cabins.
Meanwhile, airlines are increasingly being forced to follow aspects of the ‘low-cost’ model, to a greater or lesser extent, in
order to survive in a cutthroat business and not least to meet shareholder expectations. There is undoubtedly pressure on
multiple fronts, some of which impacts not just on service standards experienced by the passenger but in the view of many
experts, ultimately on safety and reliability too.
With the added greatly increased threats to airport, airline and aircraft security of current times, together with the health issues
surrounding self-protection in an enclosed and crowded space, now perhaps likely to get worse before getting better, scheduled
airline travel is for many an experience to be missed.
The future of the private and corporate jet for those able to be selective is assured.
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Gulfstream G550

Corporate & Private Aviation ...
With the personal jet, opportunities are not missed as a consequence of delays and missed connections, as there simply are
not any. Valuable time is not wasted.
The user sets the schedule. If the passengers are early, the flight takes off early. If passengers are delayed, the aircraft waits as
long as necessary. Changes in schedule or destination, at the last minute or even mid-flight, can be accommodated with ease.
Privacy, safety and security are enhanced.
Frequently operating from and into secondary airports much closer to actual departure point and final destination, passengers
are whisked through formalities quickly and discreetly, often being able to transit the departure airport in mere minutes and
leave the arrival airport also within minutes of landing. Private terminals may be used, apart from congested airline passengers
and the associated delays. Personal vehicles are often permitted direct ramp access to the aircraft under escort.
The aircraft itself provides a completely private and secure environment for on-board business, communications, wining and
dining, or simply resting enroute in comfortable and familiar surroundings with people you know.
Safety procedures, training and maintenance standards can be established to match those of the world’s best airlines.
With significantly reduced travel fatigue and stress, efficiency and productivity improve dramatically.
The private jet is today considered an essential part of the busine ss equipment of corporations, governments and individuals,
having long proved its worth in its contribution to business efficiency in providing the facility for management to operate w ith
greater flexibility and cost effectiveness.
At the end of 2020, there were 22,571 (2019: 22,400) business jets recorded in use worldwide, of which 8,652 (8,456) can be
classified as heavy jets and 4,924 (4,845) as medium, i.e. a similar number than the projected combined fleets of the world’s
airlines post Covid-19. Of these, North America accounted for 14,438 (14,387) such aircraft, Europe 2,693 (2,654), Asia-Pacific
1,766 (1,546), South America 1,421 (1,383), Africa 480 (471) and the rest smaller markets or not attributed to a specific
geographic area.
Some 545 new-build business jet aircraft were delivered to customers in 2020 (2019: 680), with perhaps circa 600 anticipated
to be delivered worldwide in 2021. Of those in service, as is the case with airliners, approximately a third are under ten years
old and a further third between 11 and 20 years old. The vast majority of medium-sized and larger business jets ever built
remain in service today.
The experiences of Covid-19 undeniably create an environment for the increased acceptance and use of the private jet in order
to travel safely within a controlled ‘bubble’ and with far less ‘touchpoints’, while a number of current owners must raise cash
by reducing their fleets, dispose of surplus aircraft following the purchase of a new -build, or simply just to focus on other areas
of their business. This creates opportunities for some to move up in aircraft size and capability and for others to enter the
sector during a period of exceptional levels of interest in furthering understanding and fully exploring opportunities .
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Falcon 2000 cabin

Costs & Benefits ...
The cost of utilising a private aircraft is not inexpensive.
However, it is undeniably a proven business tool that brings considerable benefits, though many of which cannot however be
attributed an immediate cash value.
Passengers can travel direct, discreetly, securely, and with a small group of people they know, also benefiting from a very p ersonal
level of on-board service, amenities and attention to detail unavailable on the airlines.
There is certainly a value to savings in direct management time, in greatly improved management versatility and in overall
business efficiencies, in leaner management structures, and in the reduction or negation of other travel costs. The greatest
benefits are in the ability to react immediately to business demands, wherever they may be.
However, the many benefits of using the private aircraft are not confined to business matters alone. The freedom to make
discretionary journeys enhances the owner’s preferred lifestyle and that of those around him or her. The aphorism that work
expands to fill the time available for it can be applied to private jet aircraft use as “travel expands according to the availability of
the transport!”
A benefit to private aircraft users is the opportunity of using regional airports for speedier arrival and departure procedures for
both passengers and aircraft, coupled with the use of private terminals and direct vehicle access to the aircraft, all negating the
stress, frustration and increased concern associated with utilising overcrowded airport facilities.
The business jet environment is a private and secure space, an extension of one’s office, study or living room, permitting
confidential conversation, as well as entertainment of choice and wining and dining to taste. Flight crew cannot hear what i s
being discussed and are in any event engaged purely in the operation of the aircraft. Cabin crew are carefully selected for their
professionalism and discretion, being unobtrusive yet quietly attentive. A private flight attendant is selected to operate in a very
personal and private environment akin to the owner's home or office, someone who knows how to deal with high profile
individuals, their families and guests with absolute professionalism, respect and confidentiality.
Some users charter ad hoc as required, others buy into Jet-Card or fractional share schemes to meet regular needs, and a number
acquire their own aircraft to assure availability and standards.
Private aircraft are now a mature segment of global aviation, from twin turbine helicopter and light jet at a domestic and regional
level, up to large cabin long-range aircraft models capable of traversing the Globe.
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Falcon 900EX

To Own or Not to Own ...
Industry rules of thumb suggest that aircraft users with an annual need for up to, say, 50 flight hours typically charter. From
50-100 flight hours, a block of charter time is best perhaps purchased at a negotiated rate. From 100 to 200 hours, joint
ownership, co-ownership or a fractional share may make the most sense, with full ownership often being most appropriate
above 200 or more hours annually.
Nevertheless, it is clearly true that many private users are in the position to make the decision w hether to own an aircraft or
not based purely on their own personal needs and requirements rather than a rigid application of an estimation of the number
of flight hours to be operated.
When asked by a prospective purchaser the cost of operating a new private jet, one aircraft salesman was heard to say, “A
couple of million dollars for the first hour, thereafter a couple of thousand bucks an hour”. This is simplistic but valid assessment
of the principle. The true overall cost per hour reduces significantly with each hour flown.
The typical annual utilisation for a privately owned and operated corporate jet aircraft is between 300-800 hours. Utilisation
projections can be used to establish an approximate budget for planning purposes, however fixed and variable costs should be
identified separately. The fixed cost is the facility or opportunity cost, i.e. the ‘cost of the first hour’. The variable cost is the
actual cost of use, i.e. the cost of each subsequent hour.
A personal aircraft provides the opportunity to dictate that the highest possible standards of safety, security, flexibility and onboard service are constantly assured.
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Charter ...
Several thousand licensed air charter operators are registered throughout the world, operating aircraft as diverse as six -seat
piston-twins, larger turbo-propeller business aircraft, helicopters, business jets through up to VIP-configured airliners.
Many of these operators provide, subject of course to aircraft and crew availability, immediate response 24-hours a day.
A large number of such charter aircraft are owned by private individuals and corporate entities and managed by professional
aircraft management organisations under a commercial Air Operators Certificate. This facilitates legal charter to third parties
when not otherwise in use. With such owners primarily seeking a contribution from charter revenue to offset their ownership
costs, many charter rates have historically been (artificially) low. However, it must be noted that primary use of the aircraft is
for the owner, thus true availability in the charter market is limited.
Most charter operators therefore routinely operate house fleets of older, fully depreciated aircraft offering the operator th e
best margins, supplemented by one or two newer customer-owned aircraft managed and operated primarily for the owner.
Few operators have the financial resources to invest in newer equipment for dedicated charter operations. At current charter
rates, a commercial operator taking the financial risk in owning such a machine will generally achieve a breakeven at
somewhere between 600 and 650 annual flying hours, depending much on the age and thus capital cost of the
aircraft. Attractively refurbished older aircraft will generally achieve the same charter rates as newer machines of the s ame or
similar capacity and performance. The average age of charter aircraft used is presently over twelve years, with many much
older than this.
Availability is always subject to market conditions and, in chartering on an ad hoc basis, the regular ch arterer will inevitably
experience a wide range of operators with differing styles of operation, various aircraft types and models, unknown faces in
the cockpit, and often marginal service standards.
Frequent users may however take advantage of their relative bargaining power to conclude reduced rate, sole-supplier, and
block time agreement or Jet-Card. Under such agreements, the customer will generally have guaranteed availability and a
fixed rate for a defined contract period. He or she will know what to expect of the operator and its crews. The operator will
also understand the customer’s precise needs and service standards may be enhanced.
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Fractional Share ...
For the more frequent user possibly unable to justify full ownership, there are several established multi -user, fractional
ownership and other shared-use schemes.
Key requirements for such programmes are sound logistics and operations management, and in many cases a critical mass of
new aircraft on order so as to meet sales promises.
Fractional ownership permits the shareowner to utilise one or more of a pool of similar machines (some of which may be the
advertised new aircraft and others older aircraft purchased preowned) for an agreed number of hours each year. Fractional
operators typically also offer a block-hours Jet-Card type arrangement as an alternative for those regular user, concept or
prospect customers not buying into an aircraft share.
An annual block of hours is bought. Availability is guaranteed and a maximum response time is assured, though may be longer
than desirable, e.g. normally at least 6-8 hours and in certain cases 24 hours or more. The fractional operator may, however,
also charter from other commercial operators to meet its contractual obligations or to minimise its own positioning costs.
In addition to the cost of purchasing a share at the prevailing market rate, the shareholder pays a fixed monthly management
fee together with pre-set hourly usage charges, normally simply for the occupied time only. Budgets are quoted to be easier
to establish and surprises are said to be minimised. On exit from the plan, the share can be sold at the then-prevailing market
rate.
The fractional operator primarily acts as a manager for its members, in a number of countries operating aircraft under quasiprivate rather than commercial rules with, in particular, differing restrictions on maintenance regime, required runway lengths,
weather reporting and pilot duty periods. In Europe, most such operations are conducted under full commercial rules. The
service provided is a fairly standardised, arguably lowest common denominator product, with unknown faces in the cockpit.
Fractional operators in general arguably generate most of their profits from trading their aircraft and associated shares, creating
the market and unilaterally determining prices at time of purchase (often high relative price for share in a used fleet aircraft
which customer often perceives to be new or nearly new) and buy-back (low price based on then-market depreciated value of
‘tired’ high time aircraft). It is noted that the effect of this strategy, and the sheer numbers of aircraft involved, have an
increasing bearing on the wider used aircraft market, though the aircraft involved can perhaps realistically only enter the
bottom end of the preowned market (much like used rental cars or former taxis).
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Ownership ...
For the regular user, full ownership may be far more economic than either charter or a fractional share. Benefits are constant
availability and relative economy. Critically, operating standards and security are also brought totally within the control of the
owner.
Cost of capital and depreciation become major considerations. Leasing options are also available, certain of which provide ‘off
balance sheet‘ benefits.
Advantages of ownership are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Equity stake in the asset at best negotiated price
Ability to select aircraft type, make, model, age, history
Ability to design or in the case of a preowned aircraft refurbish to meet own personal requirements
Immediate response capability
Known crews (total security and confidentiality)
Absolute control of maintenance and operating standards, and related cost-control
Choice when to upgrade, downgrade or sell, and at what price

Disadvantages are the possible lack of back-up aircraft and also non-availability when on maintenance, and non-availability to
the owner if charter is permitted to third parties. To alleviate such issues, maintenance can be scheduled at times so to have
minimum impact on the owner.
Many owners elect to place their aircraft under the control of a management company, which will provide all the necessary
support (crews, training, maintenance, etc.) and which can potentially offset some costs by offering the aircraft to others for
charter should the owner so wish. However, revenues may not be relied upon as being predictable over a period of time as
availability for charter depends entirely upon the owner’s personal pattern of use. The revenue from chartering is related
directly to the availability of the aircraft in the wider market and, most importantly, effective marketing and management of
the charter process which may be in an operator’s interest and not that of the owner. In many cases, projected charter
revenues are therefore highly subjective and placing an aircraft for charter adds substantially to overall costs in terms of
increased crewing, increased maintenance and spares requirements, undue and increased wear and tear, and ultimately a
major reduction in aircraft residual value. However, there may be advantages for an owner to lease an aircraft to an operato r
and chartering it when required as a business expense.
Where immediate availability is required, or specific security, safety monitoring and service quality concerns exist, third-party
charter operations are not generally recommended.
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Gulfstream 650

Aircraft Selection ...
Having extensive experience over many years of all the principal aircraft types and models, in terms of mission performance,
operating and maintenance costs, product support, ability to finance and value retention, Gary has an unparalleled expertise in
the selection, acquisition and subsequent ownership and operation of business jets.
Totally impartial, the team tracks every aircraft on the market, to ensure up-to-date information on trends, availability and status,
with an unsurpassed knowledge of the precise characteristics, performance and operational considerations associated with each
type. We can advise on true costs of ownership and operation experienced by other users, and validate against charter , lease and
fractional share options, coupled with an ability to review individual aircraft histories and current technical condition, to establish
optimal purchases.
Private jets fall into four main categories: ENTRY LEVEL light jets, aimed primarily at the private owner/pilot and family; MID-SIZE
medium-range jets, providing a stand-up cabin; SUPER MID-SIZE long-range jets; and GLOBAL RANGE business jets. The principal
manufacturers compete against each other in most of the categories, with brochure specification, cabin amenities, performance
and costs of ownership being similar.
Certain models do, however, inevitably hold re-sale values better, while some have peculiar design, reliability, maintenance, spares
or support issues, some a short production run or been sold in a limited performance version affecting values and re-saleability.
Key elements in choosing an aircraft are mission requirement (range, accommodation, passenger and baggage capacity) ;
performance limitations (specific to routes flown and airfields used); quality of build and finish to desired specification; reliability
record in service; technical and spares support in service; lead-time from order to delivery; overall value against competing types;
ability to finance the purchase; and resale value.
Prices are market-led. We keep abreast of the market and recommend the price that should be paid for a given aircraft, valuing
against the competition at the time, advising on current trends, pending issues and negotiating strategy, also handling or assisting
in resulting negotiations with the required technical knowledge and understanding.
Differences in cost of operation between the various models are largely a factor of : relative capital value, hence depreciation, cost
of capital and insurance hull rates; relative maximum take-off weight, hence engine power and associated fuel burn; consequential
navigation charges and handling fees (which are linked to weight); hangarage and parking charges (which are linked to physical
aircraft dimensions or weight); relative complexity, hence engineering man-hour requirements and cost of maintenance; and true
residual or ultimate resale value. Other costs, such as crew salaries and expenses, liability insurance, e tc., are much the same for
all types.
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Aircraft Acquisition ...
A straight-forward Sale & Purchase Agreement under an acceptable jurisdiction is used to effect the purchase. Key elements
are transfer of clear title of the agreed aircraft and its identified engines and APU, in an agreed condition, for an agreed price,
on an agreed date, and the proper release of any liens or charges. The transaction closing will be subject to the prior completion
of a full and detailed survey of the aircraft, its engines and associated records to the buyer’s satisfaction.
Charges and liens can accrue from past financing, but also from maintenance and repair, unpaid airport charges and navigation
fees. Engines may also be owned or leased separately or be subject to further charges from different parties. A title search is
conducted by searching the relevant mortgage registers. In some countries, including in particular the United States, specia list
title search agencies are retained for the purpose. The International Register, based on the Cape Town Treaty and now ratified
by many countries, allows additional searches.
The price negotiated may include certain rectification work. The Sale & Purchase Agreement will require verifica tion of the
aircraft’s advertised status and an interrogation of records and the final price may then be renegotiated in the light of the
resulting inspection report which will identify any material discrepancies. A procedure for then accepting the condition of the
aircraft at delivery, either ‘as is’ or with certain corrective actions performed, must be established and documented.
Dates may be of the essence. A certificate of airworthiness for export may be required along with formal de-registration.
Certain programs may have to be evidenced as fully paid up to date. Delivery location may impact on customs procedures and
sales and other taxes. Insurance arrangements, particularly a documented time for transfer of risk, must also be clear.
Documentation effecting a transfer of title and funds for the purchase are normally handled under an escrow arrangement in
order to properly protect all parties in a transaction. Following execution of a Sale & Purchase Agreement, a known and insured
bonded escrow agent is mutually agreed. Escrow fees are normally split between the parties. Seller will lodge registration and
bill of sale with the escrow agent and creditors and lien holders will lodge discharges subject to payment from completion
proceeds. Buyer will typically first lodge a (fully refundable) deposit with the escrow agent, binding the transaction and
withdrawing the aircraft from the market, thereafter, following a pre-purchase inspection, either being returned or becoming
a non-refundable deposit against the agreed price. Completion and transfer of title will then be scheduled to occur against a
balance of the purchase price and effective delivery.
A number of arrangements need to be put in place simultaneously with a physical acceptance and delivery, including finance
documentation, further verification, aircraft registration in the chosen jurisdiction, insurance (comprising hull, war risk and
third-party liability), data plates, valid certificate of airworthiness (which requires a further physical survey by the new registry),
crew licences or validations allowing the operation of the specific aircraft, designated airspace approvals, certain manuals and
a number of aircraft document and navigation database subscriptions. There may also be a transfer of remaining warranties,
maintenance and parts programs. The process is coordinated in advance so as to be seamless and timely, allowing for a quick
and smooth entry-into-service with the new owner. We are happy to advise and assist with each of these requirements.
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Pre-Purchase Inspection ...
Detailed physical survey of an aircraft’s technical status, records and modification state is essential. When acquiring any aircraft,
whatever the aircraft’s age, it is important to carefully evaluate the precise history and status of the machine through pre-purchase
inspection of the aircraft and its records back to birth. This may be performed by the manufacturer, a major service centre or an
independent engineer with no vested interest.
Even a new aircraft requires thorough inspection at various stages in the production process. Some buyers like to have a technical
representative on-site for much of the process, particularly during the outfitting and completion stage. Most new aircraft have
production defects, repairs and concessions during build and numerous faults at the time of being tendered for delivery. Quality
is impaired in many cases, whether visible or not at this time. It is therefore particularly important to have knowledgeable
technicians involved in an acceptance, not just an operating crew who are unlikely to have sufficient exposure. Serious negotiation
at this phase routinely proves invaluable in ensuring contract requirements are meticulously met and that the aircraft purchased
reflects the best of its model on entry-into-service, throughout its operation with a new owner, and upon eventual resale.
In the case of a preowned aircraft, a detailed records review will show how and where the aircraft has been operated since new.
Certain trends may be identifiable and justify further investigation. Any damage and repairs will be identified and investigated.
Compliance with mandatory airworthiness directives, required inspections and recommended service bulletins will be establishe d.
Key component records will be examined carefully to verify original source, traceability back to birth, and establish service life
remaining. Records must be complete, back to birth, and, ideally, be in English.
Options taken up during manufacture and subsequent modification or repair can result in a large number of possible permutations
in individual aircraft specification, range, weight, certification status and value. Build year and entry-into-service year may be
different. An aircraft may have been damaged and repaired during manufacture. Interiors may impact certification, weight and
balance, useful fuel capacity and may impact the aircraft’s ability to meet brochure performance. Woodwork repairs, invisible to
the naked eye, may only be picked up under ultra-violet light.
A pre-purchase inspection will include consideration of the above, in addition to a full systems check, verifying that all systems are
operating correctly, a borescope inspection of engines and APU looking at blade condition, and repairs and replacements effec ted
during the aircraft’s life. Particular focus will be on the oft-used practise of replacing sometimes major parts in lieu of an otherwise
documented repair detracting from value. A flight test will validate the aircraft’s serviceability, while close attention will also be
paid to the operation of cabin fittings, entertainment system, drawers and doors in flight conditions.
The selected engineer or organisation inspecting and reporting on the condition of the subject aircraft will be independent of the
seller and conduct of previous maintenance, highly knowledgeable and experienced with the aircraft model being inspected, also
considering the rules and standards applicable in buyer’s state of registration. The pre-purchase inspection does not need to be
performed by the manufacturer, independence being particularly important. A survey may thus result in a recommendation to
walk away from a particular aeroplane, sometimes even several, before the right aircraft is viewed or accepted.
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Crewing & Management ...
The basic requisites for crewing private jet aircraft are, or should be, exactly the same as for an airline transport aircraf t, with pilots
and other crew members holding the same professional licences and qualifications and having at least the same level of experience.
While many airlines may accept pilots with a low relative experience, preferring in many cases to develop skills and experien ce in
line with developed house procedures and within a large pilot team structure, the better private aircraft operations tend to favour
more experienced pilots and ones able to function without a large supporting infrastructure. However, not all pilots are the same.
There are wide-ranging views as to respective ability, with arguably little difference in the ultimate skillset of carefully selected
experienced aviators whatever their route to crewing a modern complex jet. Selection of an appropriately trained and qualified,
skilled, mature and totally customer-oriented crew is essential.
Management companies, some significantly better than others, take responsibility for the legal, safe, competent and cost-effective
operation of private aircraft and are generally experts in the intricacies of global aircraft operations, maintenance, crewing, flight
planning, dispatch and flight watch. Required maintenance is planned in advance so as not to impede an owner’s use and is
conducted by a carefully selected approved maintenance organisation, supervised and verified by the management organisation
to have been properly undertaken and within a controlled budget The aircraft will be kept airworthy at all times, clean, stocked,
secure and ready for flight. Pilots and other crewmembers will have been carefully selected having considered not only legal and
licensing matters, but also genuine skill, ability, aptitude and discretion, in addition to suitability for secure private or corporate
operations. The operator must also have in place written operations and training procedures, constantly reviewed and updated
not only for regulatory compliance but genuine best practice. Things to watch for are crew selection based on internal seniority
or arbitrary appointment rather than true ability, transfer pricing and non-transparent services procurement, limitations on fleet
insurance through capping total risk, and hidden credit notes on, for example, fuel, maintenance, spares, insurance, handling,
cleaning, and other third-party charges. A management agreement should be negotiated, as there is no such thing as a ‘standard
contract’ while a management company may present a first draft that is totally one-sided and unreasonable for an owner who may
not know any better.
Some owners elect to retain more control of their aircraft, flight personnel and purchasing, however an internal Chief Pilot must
definitely be able to manage an operation and continually monitor his or her team, procedures and supporting capability to ens ure
compliance, continuous best practice and high overall standards. Operations must likewise be conducted in accordance with
approved manuals, a safety management system that is fit for purpose, established maintenance procedures, and an approved
minimum equipment list to allow dispatch only in an acceptable condition for safe flight.
In all cases, safety and effective risk management is to be at the forefront of a flight operation and an operation, whether under
external management or in-house, can, if well-managed, result in a level of safety that equals the world’s best airlines.
We are always happy to work with owners in selecting an appropriate operator, with or without charter, and to help oversee th e
negotiation of a management agreement, related policies and procedures. Alternatively, where operations are managed in-house,
we will provide every assistance to an in-house flight department as required in the introduction of a new aircraft.
With thorough advance planning, an aircraft’s entry-into-service may be coordinated to be a smooth turn-key experience.
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Carefully selected crew

Operational Oversight ...
The founding principle of any flight operation is safety, operating one or more aircraft in a manner that uses a combination of
training, skills, experience, maturity, best practice and common standards in an environment of willingness to benefit from
continual learning, an exchange of views and ideas, and the past experience of others.
Corporate pilots may never have been exposed to comprehensive selection criteria, interview boards, detailed audit of CVs or
logbooks, psychometric testing or pre-selection simulator flying assessment used routinely by air forces and major airlines. Many
will only pass basic competence tests required once a year in a simulator, where hours spent are precious, and costs often limit retesting even though potentially desirable. Some will have benefitted from past career opportunities perhaps without impartial
scrutiny of their genuine experience and airmanship or crew management capabilities under pressure. Accordingly, there is
noticeably a diverse and highly individual combination of characters and with a range of abilities engaged in private aviation today.
Private jet marketeers quote safety levels equivalent to those of the best airlines. However, w hat may be considered and promoted
as legal and compliant is certainly not necessarily best practice and, as in the best airlines, safety must be constantly reviewed and
managed proactively. Some operators, just as within the airline sector, are significantly better than others. In the absolute best
of operators and flight departments, as with airlines having structured internal safety departments, safety is put to the fore with
a genuine appreciation of key elements of crew assessment, selection and continuous training, common standards and operating
procedures, learning from internal and external incidents, and disseminating information appropriately and regularly. Incident
reports from the wider industry often show a picture of complacency and over reliance on self-perceived skill.
Commercial operations are routinely subject to regulatory inspection of training requirements, certification, route and airfield
experience, aircraft loading, fuel and route planning, risk assessment and the use of standard operating procedures. Flight checks
are performed without warning by inspectors. Reports are then issued in confidence and without the aircraft owners or regular
passengers having any knowledge. While private operations are routinely exempt from any such scrutiny, even when operations
are conducted under the umbrella of a management company holding commercial certificates, there is a strong argument to insist
that the people in the back deserve full transparency and the same approach to openness, quality, safety and standards. It is
therefore considered essential for an owner to insist on the ability to perform risk assessments and to introduce independent
inspection and oversight into the process, beyond that typically being proposed by a management company or internal chief pilot.
A management agreement with a third-party operator, or the internal procedures of an in-house flight department, ideally allow
a formal and regular third-party audit process for validating the quality of the operation being performed and further the ability
to make recommendations for measurable improvement to meet and exceed expectations.
Operator billing needs to be closely reviewed regularly to ensure that no more is being paid for services and supplies than
necessary, in particular fuel uplifts, insurance, communications, handling, catering, maintenance and other expenses and
recharges. Management companies may resist scrutiny, but, more often than not, an audit will uncover questionable practices.
We are equipped with the necessary experience and expertise over many years and the practical capabilities to create an initial inhouse flight department for a new owner, to oversee a contracted management company in its operation and billing, or simply
assist with initial test flights, documentation, delivery, ferrying and other essential and desirable services to ease a smooth
contracting and entry-into-service with an appointed operator.
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Challenger during
re-paint

Maintenance Oversight ...
All maintenance, whether base or line in nature and complexity, must be conducted in accordance with the regulations of the
national aviation authority (NAA) of aircraft registration, the operator (or owner, if an internal flight department) being ultimately
responsible for maintenance compliance. National regulations apply to all jurisdictions.
Aircraft are required to undergo regular scheduled inspections and servicing in accordance with an approved maintenance
programme determined for the precise type and model established by the manufacturer and accepted by the NAA responsible.
Major components, including, for example, engine and engine accessories, the auxiliary power unit (APU), and other major and
minor parts each have defined overhaul hard lives with flight hour, flight cycle and/or calendar limits which are routinely
computer-tracked.
Some manufacturers and component manufacturers offer ‘power by the hour’ schemes to better predict maintenance costs,
though there are differences between products offered, coverage, terms and conditions, and all are impacted by area and type
of operation, the aircraft’s utilisation, previous maintenance history and projected future maintenance. Some are pro-rated,
leaving some critical exposure with owners.
Typically, an aircraft will undergo a daily or pre-flight check, most likely performed by the crew to defined procedures. Further
regular checks at flight time or calendar intervals will be performed at an approved maintenance facility.
Away from base, while certain defects will ground the aircraft immediately, others may be carried over to the next inspection or
more likely for an otherwise limited period. The operator-specific minimum equipment list (MEL) is an approved document
stating which on-board equipment may be unserviceable while still permitting safe flight. Operating outside the authority of the
MEL, created with a broad input of maintenance experience and historic fleet reliability experience way outside that of the pilots
on the day, will negate the aircraft’s certificate of airworthiness (CofA) and hence its insurance.
The oversight of hangar visits for inspection, man-hours employed, parts replacement, warranty and power by the hour or similar
programme provisions and reclaims, and other maintenance performed requires a deep scrutiny for contract and cost control,
and quality. Yet, this is a specialist area of expertise often beyond the scope and ability of many aircraft managers, benefitting
from external and independent oversight of these maintenance events.
Even in some of the World’s leading aircraft management companies, we have seen non-compliant parts potentially negating an
aircraft’s actual airworthiness and insurance claims, and other parts replaced prematurely to achieve revenue targets.
The use of expert advice in contracting maintenance, rather than simply a known engineer or an operator’s maintenance
manager, while necessarily and importantly in close cooperation with an operator’s technical personnel, negotiating power by
the hour agreements, reviewing parts replacement and warranty provisions, overseeing maintenance and quality while actually
performed, cost control and billing audit, will likely save many hundreds of thousands of dollars during a period of ownership
while providing an extra level of verification and peace-of-mind..
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Boeing BBJ Business Jet

Cabin Outfitting & Amenities ...
VIP aircraft completions are big business. Top designers create the dream of a unique space, meeting the aspirations of the
buyer, developing visuals and specifying fittings and materials.
A small number of established completion centres across the Globe specialise in producing necessary manufacturing drawings,
working with the regulatory bodies on certifying new elements of an interior, building monuments and fittings as designed or
with inevitable changes to meet regulatory or practical requirements, and installing the finished interior by providing
hangarage, workshops and labour.
While the manufacturers build the basic aircraft, designers bring their flair to aesthetics, and completion centres build to their
minimum cost, rarely is the buyer adequately protected from compromises in performance and functionality, and, in particular,
timing and cost over-runs. Even an experienced management company or flight department will rarely if ever have the genuine
skillset to represent the buyer fully and precisely throughout the process.
Buyers of new business jets will make selections from an options catalogue. Chosen options will impact on flight safety, ease
of maintenance, comfort and convenience, and will have an effect on ability to sell on in due course at an expected price and
within an expected timeframe against competition that may have different options. Having skilled and expert advice through
the options process will assist greatly, as will oversight through the detailed build process to ensure quality. There are aspects
of cabin layout to be considered, galley and washroom configuration, with the Owner's personal selection of colours, materials
and finishes. All aesthetic, practicality and, in particular, quality, weight, centre of gravity and project cost objectives must be
fully met.
Purchasers of new larger aircraft may be expected to negotiate and execute separate agreements for aircraft acquisition,
interior design, and completion. These agreements may have a serious impact on each other, with commitments made under
one devalued or negated by another, with significant risks to projected timeframes, budget costs, and value retention upon
subsequent resale. Changes made during the build or completion process, if not contractually anticipated or otherwise
introduced by critical pre-determined milestones, can easily add substantial cost to such a completion and seriously limit an
aircraft's ability to meet sales brochure, aesthetic and performance expectations.
Those buying preowned may wish to change aspects of configuration, replace soft furnishings, upgrade entertainment and
communications systems, upgrade avionics and repaint. An avionics upgrade may, for example, increase capability, enhance
safety, improve reliability and reduce weight. All modifications are readily possible to effect following purchase and must be
skilfully negotiated and contracted in the buyer’s interest and also quality and cost-managed through to delivery.
Aircraft are delivered with minimum equipment and limited on-board amenities though may be further personalised through,
for example, the addition of artwork, vases, bespoke tableware, glassware and cutlery, and carefully selected high quality
linens, cushions, sheets, pillows and blankets.
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Citation Sovereign

Selling Your Current Aircraft ...
Gary's experience covers open and discreet remarketing, and also assisting new buyers with entry -into-service, of multiple
types of jet aircraft across the Globe.
He has established numerous global marketing campaigns and sold aircraft across all continents, from initial qualifying of
prospects through to aircraft cosmetic, technical and records presentation, routinely assisting new buyers with turn -key
capability including introducing finance and insurance arrangements.
Gary has coordinated directly - and through his supporting colleagues - repainting, refurbishment, avionics and entertainment
system upgrades, ferrying, training, re-registration, maintenance and support agreements, manuals and procedures, entry into
service, and, in many cases, selection of appropriate crews or operators. From business jet to airliner.
Fees are agreed up front in respect of any inspection and valuation, photographic work and advertising, records review and
storage, with any demonstration trips fully paid in advance by only pre-approved prospects.
Gary and his team handle all calls and enquiries, viewings and technical inspections, ensuring that only genuine offers are
presented for consideration and that related purchase offer and purchase documentation, title search and escrow
arrangements are properly handled in close cooperation with seller and buyer couns el through to successful closing. Fully
transparent throughout and acting solely for the seller, we seek to fully maximise the return to our client and do not allow any
conflict of interest.
An exclusive listing allows us to protect your pricing, filtering out market analysts and others who may have a competing
interest.
While in most cases disposals are openly identified through principal industry portals to attract a wider global audience,
disposals may on request also be handled on a totally discreet 'off market' basis fully preserving anonymity throughout.
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The Team has transacted and
operated business jet aircraft across
the Globe

Advisory Team ...
Gary J Palin, Managing Director
Over 40 years' aviation management experience. Accountable manager since early 'eighties.
Managed several airline and private jet operations worldwide and overseen more than 300
aircraft transactions. Former CEO of two regional airlines. Head of Aircraft Acquisitions &
Leasing, Air 2000 & First Choice Airways (TUI), leading Boeing 787/GENx acquisition and
contracting team. Founding Partner, Gryphon Aviation Partners. Parallel corporate aviation
experience since 1983.
Mark R German, Associate Director & Head of Technical Services
Over 30 years' aircraft engineering and maintenance experience. Former Head of Aircraft
Management at TUI airline group, responsible for combined 160-aircraft fleet of the several
constituent TUI airlines across Europe. Project manager responsible for entry -into-service of
Boeing 787. Parallel corporate aviation experience since 2015. Founding Partner, Gryphon
Aviation Partners. Associated with Team since 2015.
____________________________________ _______ _______ _______ ______ _______ _____

Laima Matkeviciute, Passenger Service Specialist
Over 20 years' experience as senior VIP cabin crew, serving as airline and VVIP Head of State
Flight Attendant and subsequently for high profile international private and corporate owners
in various sectors. Founder, Private Jet Concierge Limited. Associated with Team since
inception

Tunde Ajayi, Associate (West Africa)
Over 35 years' experience in aviation sector and in the oil industry. Engaged in airline start ups, strategic expansion and advisory services both in the private and public sectors. Parallel
regional corporate aviation sector experience. Associated with Team since inception. Base d
Lagos.

Rene Roberge, Aircraft Completions & Acceptance
Over 35 years' experience as aircraft engineer, initially with Canadian Air Force, later as a
specialist engaged in multiple corporate aircraft completions and business jet and airliner
acceptance. Associated with Team since 2012. Based Montreal.

Capt. Nick Berryman, Flight Standards & Safety
Over 40 years' global aviation experience. Former UK Royal Air Force fast jet instructor . Later
airline captain on Airbus widebody types, instructor on Bombardier Global models. Associated
with Team since inception.

Capt. Paul Stephenson, Adviser – Corporate & VIP Flight Operations
Over 25 years' global corporate and VIP aviation experience. Former London Metropolitan
Police Detective. Captain and instructor on Falcon (EASy flight -deck) and Gulfstream models .
Associated with Team since inception.

Mike Cappuccitti, Associate Director
Over 40 years’ aviation experience, commencing his career as an Air Force pilot rising to
Officer Commanding Head of State VIP flight. Later Sales Director (EMEA) for Bombardie r
where he led a significant number of jet sales transactions for the manufactur er. Subsequently
launched VIP modification of CRJ regional airliner. Founding Partner, Gryphon Aviation
Partners. Associated with Team since 2008. Based Dubai.

Capt. Brian Teeder, Helicopter Operations / Flight Standards & Safety
Over 40 years' global aviation experience as heavy transport helicopter pilot, instructor and
examiner. Former Aviation Manager, Auditor and later Head of Standards, Shell Aircraft , for
fixed-wing and rotary operations worldwide. Associated with Team since inception.

Andrew Jones, Flight Operations Compliance
Over 40 years' global aviation operations experience. Former airline Operations Manager
and current as European EASA compliance specialist and auditor. Parallel corporate aviation
experience since 2010. Associated with Team since inception.

Capt. Ulrik Wiinblad-Rasmussen, Flight Standards & Safety
Over 40 years' global aviation experience. Former Boeing 747-400 captain, British Airways,
and management pilot at SAS Commuter and Maersk (Denmark). Based Lyon.

Sam Kneifati, Associate (MENA Region)
Over 35 years' experience in regional and global business as director and senior manager .
Corporate aviation sector experience for over 20 years. Associated with Team since inception .

Keith Wright, Aircraft Powerplants / Commercial Engineering Contracts
Over 40 years' aircraft engine experience, including over 15 in overall powerplant
management for large airline fleets, including Thomson Airways (TUI) where he later was also
Head of Commercial Engineering Contracts. Former Rolls-Royce customer support engineer.
Has held responsibility for significant fleets of CFM, GE and RR engines on-wing and off-wing .
Led TUI's GENx Boeing 787 engine evaluation and its subsequent entry-into-service.
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Tropicbird Aviation
Business aviation solutions since 1998

Interavia Offices
Farnborough Airport
GU14 6XA
ENGLAND
Tel. +44 1252 561562 / +44 7986 168790
gary.palin@tropicbirdaviation.com
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